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“This brings us all together to share ideas of innovative
labs, lectures, fundraisers, and to immerse us into the
VECCS community.”
Dear SVECCS Members,

Future
7
Opportunities

8

cy and Critical Care Society”

I am pleased to present this
year’s issue of Vital Signs. I am
writing this with the anticipation
that any student interested in
Emergency and Critical Care and
be fully informed about what
NSVECCS and the VECCS community have to offer prior to
graduation and beyond. Vital
Signs is our way to bring everything together in one location to
easily access and immerse yourselves further into the VECCS
community and improve your
individual school chapter.
In this issue you can read about
grant and award opportunities,
some honorable mentions, this

year’s NSVECCS board members, and important dates and
events coming in the near
future. Additionally, the most
substantial part is about what
other chapters are doing
around the world. This brings
us all together to share ideas
of innovative labs, lectures,
and fundraisers. The resources we provide aim to
help build up each chapter to
its fullest capacity.
I encourage you to inform
your membership of this resource as well as our Facebook page “Student Veterinary Emergency and Critical
Care Society” so that we can
reach out to all who are inter-

ested. Additionally, please do
not hesitate to reach out to
any of us board members
with any questions or concerns.
Congratulations on reaching
this point in you veterinary
career! No matter where you
are in your program it never
gets any easier to reach out
beyond your daily demands
and develop your special
interests.
Sincerely,
Samantha Tierney
NSVECCS Communications
Director
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Congratulations to Fall 2019 Education Grant
Winner:

National Student
Veterinary
Emergency Critical Care Society

Ontario
Veterinary
College
SVECCS
members
will participate in an emergency procedures wet lab,
where they will learn about
several emergency procedures in both a lecture and
wet lab setting. Students
will perform abdominocentes,
thoracocentes, tracheostomy and tube placement, urinary catheterization, and

cystocentes.
Students will
also practice
other skills,
such as venous catheterization,
suturing and shock fluid administration. This grant money
will provide the funds needed
for the required disposable
materials, allowing 45 students to participate. We are
pleased to help facilitate this
learning opportunity and happy to be able to do this again
in the spring.

Interested in some FREE MONEY for your SVECCS chapter? Every fall
and spring semester, NSVECCS gives away $500 for an educational lecture or wet lab focused on training that your members may not get in their
curriculum! The Spring 2020 Educational Grant Application is due by
March 1st, just email it to Billie Ciotti, the NSVECCS Education Director,
at sveccsedu@gmail.com. It does not take long to complete and the application even has a completed application attached as an example guide!
Email Billie with any questions!
You can also check out http://sveccs.org/sveccs-educational-grantinformation.pml for more information.

2019
Fall Semester
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Featured Professor of ECC: Kara McArdell, D.V.M.
to be in the role of working with 4th year students during their rotations, teaching them “day-one ready”
skills as well as fine-tuning their knowledge and critical
thinking so they succeed during their first days and
weeks out in practice. There is nothing like the feeling
of shared excitement and thrills, with someone you are
mentoring. The collaborative work environment at my
institution is also a big motivating factor of why I made
the transition to academia after 8 years of private practice emergency work.

What emerging topic is most interesting to
you in veterinary medicine right now?

My name is Dr. Kara McArdell and I am currently
a Clinical Assistant Professor in Emergency Medicine at Midwestern University, College of Veterinary Medicine. I joined the faculty at MWU the
summer of 2018.

What made you pursue work in emergency/critical care?
My first exposure to emergency medicine was
around 15 years ago, working as an assistant in a
busy private practice small animal emergency
clinic. The rapid pace, excitement, multitasking,
thinking on your feet, teamwork, and delegation of important tasks I witnessed was thrilling
and awe-inspiring, to say the least. Unstable cases, especially trauma related, are very challenging. Being able to stabilize a critical patient is a
stimulating and rewarding accomplishment. I
love a good challenge! No day is quite like another. Emergency veterinarians have to somewhat
be a “jack-of-all trades”, and can have a short
attention span (SQUIRREL!! = totally me!). I also
love all types of emergency procedures, from
simple laceration repairs to emergency GDV surgery, to a thoracentesis on a respiratory distress
patient.

Why did you want to be a professor?
I love teaching and mentoring eager people in
the profession, from veterinary students to the
receptionists. People have always been able to
relate to me with how I approach cases in a practical and easy to understand way. I am grateful

The use of cannabinoids for numerous conditions in
veterinary medicine is starting to emerge. Although
there is very little research out now, there are a few
promising published studies and there are continuous
projects looking into if and how cannabinoids can help
improve the quality of life of our veterinary patients.
There is a large amount of evidence supporting its use
in human medicine, and I find it very interesting that

“There is

we are now starting to look at its use in veterinary
medicine with prospective, controlled studies.

shared

What advice would you have for yourself as a veterinary student?
The best advice I would give to students is taken
from a quote from the Life is Good company: “Do
what you love, love what you do”. This applies
both to your career path and your personal life. A
good balance of work and life is a must. You need
to find what drives you, and what will make you
excited to go to work every day. If you don’t find
what drives you in veterinary medicine, compassion fatigue and burnout are real problems. Having a life balance is something I am also very passionate about. You need to also find things outside of work that bring happiness and fulfillment
to your life, and make sure to take time to do
those things. Some examples are baking, meditating, pleasure reading, lifting weights at the gym,
yoga, painting, world travel, and volunteer work. I
find joy in a few of these myself! We must take
good care of ourselves first, before we can be the
best and taking care of our patients.

nothing like the
feeling of
excitement and
thrills, with
someone you
are
mentoring.”
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2019-2020 NSVECCS Board
President: Herdest Bethel-Lebel
Ross University School of Veterinary Medicine
Yesterday is not ours to recover, but tomorrow is ours to win or lose.” Lyndon B. Johnson. Hello all fellow SVECCS members. I am
your webmaster and I am here to serve you. I
am a 3rd year Student at Ross University SVM,
on the beautiful island of St.Kitts&Nevis. I
have been an active member in our RUSVM

Caption describing
picture or graphic

chapter since a 1st year student, serving at
any capacity. I enjoy Emergency and Critical
Care medicine because of the challenge and

the instantly fulfilling reward of helping
our fur kids and their beloved owners. I've
been fortunate enough to work in the ICU
for a Specialty hospital and in a after hours
emergency center all throughout my undergraduate career. I've learned a lot and I
am committed to be a life long learner and
a voice for our fur children and their owners.I am happy to be a part of the board
and will strive to advance the involvement
of like minded students.
NSVECCS@gmail.com

Vice President/
President Elect: Matt
Crawford-Jennings

Styles and we enjoy our life together in sub-

Virginia-Maryland College
of Veterinary Medicine

plan to be a boarded criticalist and work on

Hi everyone! My name is

in the future I would like to own my own

Matt C-J and I am excited

Emergency and Specialty referral service. I

to be the VP of NSVECCS! I am also currently the President of the VMCVM Chap-

urban Southwest Virginia.I really enjoy critical care, anesthesia, and clinical pathology. I
small animals and small mammals. One day

have 3 cats and 2 bunnies!
SVECCSVP@gmail.com

ter! I'm happily married to my husband,

Caption
describing

Secretary: Samantha Eisner

vis, and worked as a Veterinary Technician.

Western University of Health Scienc-

My interests include Emergency and Critical

es College of Veterinary Medicine

Care, Internal Medicine, and Holistic methods

Hello, my name is Samantha Eisner

of care. When not studying or in class I like to

and I am NSVECCS' Secretary for

watch Netflix, rock climb, go to Disneyland,

2019-2020! I'm currently a second

and hang out with my dog-child, Lexi. I enjoy

year at Western University of Health

Emergency and Critical Care because of the

Sciences CVM where I am the Presi-

fast-pace and how every new case is like solv-

dent of their SVECCS chapter. Before vet

ing an exciting puzzle. I'm so excited to serve

school I completed my Bachelors in Animal

as your NSVECCS Secretary this year!

Science at the University of California, Da-
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Educational Director: Billie
Ciotti Midwestern University
I thought I was interested in
emergency medicine while I
worked in clinics back home
(Yuma, AZ). Back home (Yuma,
AZ), our closest ER clinics were in
Phoenix, AZ or San Diego, CA; so
we frequently saw emergency
cases for stabilization and did the
best we could with our “small
town” clinic capabilities. When I
moved to Chandler, AZ I started
working overnights in an emergency and specialty hospital; that

Communications Director:
Samantha Tierney
University of Florida
My passion for veterinary medicine
has always
been in my
blood, but
the day I
started
emergency
medicine 11
years ago
started a
whole new
kind of passion that I
can not fully

Webmaster: Erin Sevde
Ross University
School of Veterinary Medicine
My name is Erin Sevde and I am
your NSVECCS webmaster for the
next year. I am currently a third
year student at Ross University on
the beautiful island of St. Kitts. As
well as holding a position with
NSVECCS I am our SVECCS chapters fundraising chair and now an
ambassador for VECCS! ECC became a passion of mine when I
began working as an overnight
technician at an amazing hospital
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is when I knew ER was for me. Much
like the face-paced nights I enjoy working, I took a speedy route to veterinary
medicine. I’ve known I’ve wanted to be
a veterinarian since I was a little girl, it
wasn’t until I was given opportunities
that I really knew it was for me. I started in shelter medicine when I was 12
years old; quickly found myself working
in veterinary clinics and loving what I
was doing. What I lacked from not having an undergraduate degree, I made
up for in experience. I am now a second year veterinary student at Midwestern University. I’m an active

officer in several of my
clubs including my
SVECCS chapter, passions
include emergency and
critical care,
client education, and
teaching. In my free time I enjoy spending time with
my boyfriend and our three pets: Seth, Maisie
(Pitbull), Kira (Boxer), and Kanoa (Calico). I couldn’t
be where I am today without their love and support.
SVECCSEDU@gmail.com

put into words. I was an ER vet tech for
9 years, transitioned to hospital manager, and then was accepted into the University of Florida College of Veterinary
Medicine. I also developed a minor
career as a zookeeper for 4 years and
plan on applying that knowledge in to
the ER setting. I aspire to be able to
never turn away an emergency because
it is an exotic species, if it is a home
dwelling animal in distress, I want to
help. I love emergency medicine because of the adrenaline, unpredictability, wide array of complex cases, continuous drive to learn and teach, teamwork, and helping owners when they
are most scared and upset. I love being
in Santa Rosa, CA. VCA PetCare not only
sparked my interest in emergency medicine, but the guidance and support I
received from everyone at the hospital
was instrumental in my journey to get
to where I am. I try to promote ECC to
everyone at my school, not just our
SVECCS members. Even if they have no
intention of practicing emergency medicine, there are things we all need to
know. At some point in time an emergency will come in. I am extremely passionate about CPR education and the
RECOVER guidelines. I have a special

5

able to say "We can make a plan." or at least
explain to them what is happening so they can
understand and make sound, informed decisions.
Throughout my non-traditional pathway into vet
med I married my best friend and we have had 2
amazing, beautiful girls. I am a full-time 3rd year
vet student and a full-time mom who loves to go
to Disney with them every chance I get. We also
have 2 dogs, a cat, and foster kittens through a
rescue group. If you have any questions about
my path, being a vet student mom, or anything
SVECCS related, please do not hesitate to contact
me! I am a proud mentor and love to help whenever possible. Thank you to VECCS for this opportunity to serve as the Communications Director
for NSVECCS, I am honored!
SVECCSCOMM@gmail.com

interest in cardiology, infectious disease and the
management of
these cases in the
ICU. In my free time I
spend it exploring
the island with my
boyfriend and our
dog Beau. We also
have a cat name
Branflakes and my
bulldog is being fostered by an amazing
family until i come
back from the island.
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Dive into all
things ECC with
the bests in the
field from
around the
world at
IVECCS.

This year was my 3rd time attending IVECCS, 1st at a technician a
number of years ago, then last
year as a solo 2nd year student,
and this year as a board member
and volunteer. My biggest take
away has been that IVECCS is for
anyone interested in emergency
and critical care medicine. The
over 400 hours of lectures and
wet labs included ethics, the opioid crisis, leadership, large animal,
and exotics in addition to a wide
variety of small animal topics. The
American College of Veterinary

emERge
A program
for aspiring
ER clinicians

VITAL

Interested in practicing
emergency medicine?
Check out whether
BluePearl may be right
for you!
BluePearl Veterinary
Partners is the largest
private employer of veterinary specialists and
emergency clinicians and
we focus solely on specialty and emergency
care. We offer externships, internships as well
as a yearlong paid emergency medicine training
program called EmERge.
EmERge is the first of
its kind and was designed to prepare veteri-

SIGNS

Anesthesia and Analgesia
(ACVAA), the Academy of Veterinary Technician Anesthesia
and Analgesia (AVTAA), and
the International Veterinary
Academy of Pain Management
(IVAPM) continue to partner
with IVECCS. Due to vastness
of veterinary medicine, each
convention hosts a theme.
This year was “The Critical
Kidney”, 2020 will be “Imaging
in Emergency & Critical Care”,
and prior topics have included
trauma, fluid therapy, and

narians for the exciting
and rewarding field of
emergency medicine.
EmERgeis offered at
BluePearl hospitals
around the country.
With over 80 locations
nationwide, we may
have the perfect opportunity for you!
The program combines
lectures, interactive
seminars, labs, cadaver
surgery, mentoring and
hands-on practical experience. Not only will
you receive valuable
training from experienced veterinarians,
you’ll be paid a salary

sepsis. Additional events include a job fair, an opening
ceremony, and a student/
resident reception to socialize
and network.
As students, we also get our
own private lunch sponsored
by BluePearl. After we, as
board members, open with
news and introduce ourselves,
BluePearl did a presentation
on their new program–
emERge. Details of that are
below.

from the first day of your
course.
If you are interested in becoming an emergency clinician, the EmERge Program
will give you the training
and experience you need to
launch your career in the
fast-paced and exciting field
of emergency medicine.
Please contact Veronica
Victor at:
Veronica.Victor@bluepearlvet.com

to learn more about the
program and to see if the
field of emergency medicine is right for you!

FALL

SEMESTER

2019
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Grants and Sponsorships
1. Biannual Educational

Grant:
Every fall and spring semester, NSVECCS gives
away $500 for an educational lecture or wet lab
focused on training that
your members may not get
in their curriculum! Spring
2020 application is
DUE: March 1st 2020

2. Annual CPR Certification
Sponsorship: VECCS will
sponsor 2 students to take the
highly coveted CPR RECOVER
course at IVECCS. This ONLY
covers the course, but you
should know it is very hard to
get in to due to a very long wait
list. Additionally, you would
need to take the online portion
through Cornell prior to attending IVECCS.

Application opening SOON!

Future DATES:
Please default to our Facebook page:
Student Veterinary Emergency and
Critical Care Society
Here you can stay up to date on upcoming
Student VIN rounds and other online
webinars geared towards YOU!
You will also find reminders for grant and
award deadlines,.

The 2020 International Veterinary Emergency and
Critical Care Symposium
(IVECCS) will be September
12–16 in St. Louis. The conference theme, “Imaging in
Emergency & Critical Care”

Future Opportunities:
The Purdue Emergency Mentorship
program is designed for someone
who has recently graduated from
veterinary school and wants to
pursue a career in emergency medicine, or a practitioner looking for a
career change. The program is a 2year commitment, with the first
year focused on mentored training
and the second year a supported
role as a primary ER clinician. The

Emergency Clinician Mentorship
Program is designed to improve the
applicant’s critical thinking, diagnostic and treatment skills while also
allowing them to gain experience
working with a busy emergency
caseload in a teaching environment.
In addition to mentoring and hands
-on experience, the applicant will
receive compensation and benefits
reflective of a full-time professional

staff employee, including retirement, paid time off, health
insurance, continuing education funds, and more.
Apply Now!
careers.purdue.edu
Search: “Emergency”
Job Posting: Purdue University VTH Emergency Clinician
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“To catch the reader's
attention, place an interesting sentence or quote
from the story here.”

CSU’s SVECCS chapter had an
awesome year. We had
many new members
from all years in the
program and because
of that we were able to
put on a lot of great wet
labs, lectures, and case
discussions. One of our
wetlabs, which was held once
each semester, was our advanced procedures lab. This lab
gives SVECCS members a chance
to learn how to perform jugular
cut downs, chest tube placements, and intravenous and intraosseous access, as well as
view a demonstration of open
chest CPR. The lab was a great hit
both semesters. Another event
that was well-loved by SVECCS
members was our case discussion. We held one case discussion each semester with Dr.

Our UGA SVECCS chapter had a great
year filled with conferences and emergency procedure wet labs! In September 2018, three of our SVECCS members went to New Orleans, Louisiana
for the International Veterinary Emergency and Critical Care Symposium
where they learned about the most
current techniques and procedures for
triage, ultrasound, and antibiotic therapy among a few of the topics. The
students were able to attend the
IVECCS job fair where they conversed
with clinicians about potential externship and internship opportunities.
Following IVECCS, the UGA SVECCS
chapter had their first educational
lecture that hosted over 60 students
interested in learning about triage
procedures in the ER. Dr. Selena Lane,
our wonderful faulty advisor lead the
talk.

Hackett, one of the criticalists
here at CSU and the faculty advisor for our hapter. In the fall, Dr.
Hackett did case discussions of
respiratory emergencies and in
the spring he shared some commonly seen emergency cases and
had students work through cases
themselves. We also had a ton of
interesting lectures that everyone seemed to enjoy including
lectures on polytrauma, respiratory emergencies, advanced decontamination, and large animal
emergencies. Our annual Pet
First Aid Day was also a huge
success once again. This year we
had over 80 members from the
community join us for a day filled
with education on how to approach pet emergencies and first
aid. We talked about everything
from common emergencies and
toxins, to how to bandage and

Our main event of the year was the
spring wet lab. Our very own ECC
residents, Dr. Britt Thevelein, Dr.
Lily Parkinson attened as well as the
ECC support staff, Damion Asselin
VTS (ECC), and Victoria Mccowan
RVT. Our wonderful VTH staff assisted in teaching the students
about numerous procedures including IV cutdowns, chest tube placement, urinary catheter placement
(male and female dog and cats),
endotracheal intubation, and feline
esophagostomy tube placement.
Here at UGA we strive for students
to get hands on experience prior to
entering clinics. A couple of our 4th
year students claimed this lab was
their first experience placing a urinary catheter. We are so lucky to
have the dedicated professors and
residents that we have at UGA.

take vitals on their own pets.
This year we also incorporated
some exotic animal emergencies
for attendees who may have
birds, reptiles, and small mammals at home. The entire day
was a great success. We especially appreciated all the faculty,
resident, and intern ECC members from CSU who volunteered
their time to give a lecture or
lead a lab for the group. We are
also excited to have already
planned out much of next year.
Some of our intended topics
include an exotic emergencies
lecture, a lecture on trauma
cases in the military field, and a
dialysis orientation lecture and
wet lab combo. We are very
excited to learn more about all
these awesome topics and are
looking forward to another
wonderful year!

We look
forward to
the upcoming
year and
hope to
have more
events to
share in
the future! It is
wonderful
to get to
reach out
so much to
our community. Thanks again to everyone
who made this past year such a success.
By McCall Wyatt
SVECCS President
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Mississippi State University
The SVECCS chapter at Mississippi
State University aims to supplement
the knowledge and
skills pivotal to becoming an emergency veterinarian that we do
not always see or hear
about in the classroom.
This year, we have
been very excited to
allow our members the
opportunity to attend small animal
ICU rounds two days a week
throughout the year to see, learn, and
gain hands-on experience with
our amazing advisor and clinician, Dr.
Amy Daniels. In addition to ICU
rounds, we have also hosted
four lecture-style meetings, one of
which we were lucky enough to wel-

North Carolina State University College of Veterinary Medicine
SVECCS Here at NC State, our
SVECCS chapter is off to a great
start this year! We have started the
year with a group of excited new
members! We have been fortunate
enough to host monthly “Small Animal Rounds” in which clinicians
come to present a topic of
their choice over lunch. We have
had amazing lectures on Feline Lower Urinary Tract Disease, and tech-

come Dr. Kristie Chavez, a
SVP veterinarian and MSU
alumnus who works in the
Memphis area. Dr. Chavez
came for a lunch meeting
to give insight into how to
provide quality emergency
medicine on a client’s budget,
which is very applicable to real
world medicine. This month,
we also held our most popular
meeting with Dr. Marc Seitz,
our emergency medicine assistant clinical professor and
current diagnostic imaging
resident. During this meeting,
we started with a presentation
on interpreting FAST scans,
and then moved to
the internal medicine suite to

niques for inducing emesis in feline patients. Next month, we will be hosting
rounds about pain management in burn
patients. In addition, we have set up
an exciting wet lab in which we’ll use a
high-fidelity canine model to practice
CPR techniques, and learn about emergency drug selection. In the Spring, we
are fortunate enough to have access to
cadavers in which we will allow members to practice emergency techniques

allow each member the chance
to practice finding each key
area of a FAST scan on our
willing pet volunteers. We are
happy to be joining with our
campus’s Student Chapter Disaster Animal Rescue
Team (SCDART) to demonstrate and learn CPR procedures during a new wet lab in
the spring, along with many
other great things that we
have planned, including additional wet labs and several
lecture meetings. We are really looking forward to providing our members with practical experience within emergency and critical care!

like chest tube and central line
placements, as well as venous cut
down. In addition, next month,
we will be hosting a lecture by an
emergency equine practitioner, in
order to show how emergency
medicine is universal to all veterinarians regardless of species. This
year has been a busy one for
sure, but our members are enthusiastic and ready to learn!
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The PennVet chapter of the Student
Veterinary Emergency and Critical
Care Society has offered students
numerous ways to get an early start
on their emergency medicine
knowledge. We have hosted numerous talks on topics such as: septic
peritonitis, foreign bodies, Addison’s disease, and feline emergencies
to name a few. This year we started
offering rounds with an emergency
intern to offer students the chance to

The 2019/2020 academic year is
going to be a big one for the
SVECCS Chapter at the Royal Veterinary College. We are
proud to still be one of the University’s biggest societies and
was pleased to see our membership grow significantly this year.
We are hoping with our jampacked year of SVECCS activities
that our society will continue to
flourish. We have already had numerous successful events and have
many more planned for the
year. We started our year with an
SVECCS sponsored talk on the role
of veterinary medicine in terms of
‘Brexit’ by the UK’s Chief Veterinary Officer, Christine Middlemiss.
It was an excellent turnout with a
full lecture hall! Christine gave us a
unique insight into her interesting
career and what areas the government are focusing on if the UK
leaves the European Union. We
followed this talk with an interactive
session on CPR principles in midOctober with staff from the Queen
Mother Hospital (QMH). Veterinary
Intern Dave Beeston was on hand
to provide us with in-depth information on assessing, treating and
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ask more one on one questions and
to practice solving cases themselves.
During these rounds we have students practice going
over bloodwork, making a differential list, and recognizing the severity
of cases based upon presentation.
During the school year students also
had the opportunity to shadow in
emergency services. This experience
allowed students to get hands on
experience, talk with clinicians and

fourth year students, and get a better understanding of how an emergency room functions. To gain even more hands-on experience, the emergency club held a wet lab
where students worked on cadavers and
were taught various skills that are commonly
used with critical cases. Some of these skills
included: CPR, intubation, and venous cut
downs for catheter placements.
The SVECCS chapter at PennVet had an
awesome year and we look forward to seeing what next year’s board can accomplish!

QMH throughout the year to assist in
blood donation collections. We feel
this will be an invaluable opportunity
for our members to witness first-hand
he importance of blood donors in
emergency veterinary medicine.
We recently teamed up with Kruuse
and The Royal Vets Surgical Society to
run an interactive suturing session.
Members of both societies were gifted
with ‘broken bananas’ to practice their
skills on, and Kruuse was generous
enough to provide us with suture material.
monitoring patients requiring resuscitation using real life scenarios. We
then divided into groups and with
the assistance of Dave and ECC veterinary nurses from the QMH, we
were able to practice our CPR technique. It was wonderful to see so
many new and old members getting
involved and practicing vital, lifesaving skills.
Following an engaging talk in late
October from Veterinarian Karen
Humm and Registered Veterinary
Nurse Charlotte Russo on Transfusion Medicine, SVECCS will be working with the Transfusion Team at the

We have more exciting talks coming up
in the near future including emergency
cytology, nursing the parvo patient, the
bleeding patient and emergency neonatal kitten care to name a few. In November we also have an important
Internship and ECC Careers Q&amp;A
planned with guest speakers from the
QMH and Vets Now.
Most excitingly we have our SVECCS
Symposium confirmed for the 25 th of
January! Following on from our huge
success last year, plans are well underway to make this year’s symposium bigger and better than ever!
Eden Hermsen, RVC SVECCS Rep
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The SVECCS chapter at VirginiaMaryland Regional CVM has kicked
off this academic year with two lunch
lectures, two wet labs, and a visit
from Veterinary Emergency Group
to discuss internship/externship opportunities for students going into
clinics or graduating soon! Our interest meeting in late August consisted
of a lunch talk about oncological
‘emergencies’ from a current medical
oncology resident. She stressed that
cancer patients shouldn’t necessarily
be treated differently than other
patients, and that these so-called
emergencies are manageable for clinicians of all experiences. The next
lunch talk we hosted in September
involved grief counseling and compassion fatigue in the ER, which was led
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by our new veterinary social worker.
Our first wet lab of the Fall was a
first-year suture lab to introduce the
concepts of suture and instrument
handling, as well as basic patterns
such as simple interrupted and simple
continuous. For our most recent wet
lab, we joined with the Surgery Club
to host an ophthalmic emergency wet
lab focused primarily on the subconjunctival enucleation technique, and
temporary tarsorrhaphies performed
in canine cadavers.
We are still deciding on what topics
we think would be most beneficial to
our members next semester! So far,
we have decided on a farm animal
emergency lunch talk, and an evening
jeopardy game night hosted with
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AAEP. Stay tuned for our two wet labs!
Additionally, we are excited to have our
school hosting the 2020 American PreVeterinary Medical Association Symposium! We have planned for a full CPR
simulation and techniques booth for all
those who attend. This includes, but is
not limited to, IV catheterization, intubation, CPR, team building, and time management. Just a couple short months
after, we will be attending our annual
Open House where we teach pet owners the basic of CPR at home and how
to create an emergency kit for under
$20!
We look forward to continuing to provide more exciting and hands on opportunities for our members and spreading
our excitement for ECC!

positioning the
ultrasound probe
and moving
through each
position which
would
be
used
to
assess
presence
of intraIn December, we held our first Small
peritoneal
free
fluid
in
a
trauma
patient.
Animal Emergency and Critical Care
The remaining workshops were led by the
morning which was a great success!
Vets Now team. For the toxicology staThe event was made up of four worktion, students were given a set of cases to
shops to help educate and prepare
work through with the aid of several toxiundergraduates on FAST scanning,
dealing with toxicology cases, approach cology resources and a small animal formulary. This station was self-directed,
to a trauma case and CPR techniques.
allowing students to think through where
This was all made possible with the
information on toxicology can be found,
help of Dr Alison Patrick from Vets
Now, and Dr Frederike Schiborra from the main priorities in stabilising the patient
and prognoses for a range of cases.
the University of Liverpool, who both
Our trauma station consisted of a discuskindly gave their time to share their
sion of an RTA cat case. We started from
expertise with us.
The morning started with a wonderful the moment the owner phones right
through to the tests and treatments we
talk by Alison about the differences in
would need to perform. So this workshop
approaching an emergency case and
how to prepare efficiently. FAST scan- included thinking about how you would
ning, led by Dr Schiborra, was a big hit communicate with the owner over the
phone, how to prepare the practice for
- students took turns having a go at

the incoming patient, and what things to prioritise following the ABCD.
Finally, we had a CPR station with dog and cat
models. As well as getting to practise technique and act out a hypothetical scenario, we
discussed how difficult it can be to perform
CPR both physically and mentally. It was highlighted that if the patient doesn’t come back,
we shouldn’t blame ourselves; it is important
to learn from the experience and take some
time to deal with it emotionally, with a friend
or colleague, as losing a patient always takes a
toll.
All the students found the event helpful and
we hope to run more events like this in the
future! We will continue working with Vets
Now to organise more training workshops and
practicals. Our committee feel that ECC is
extremely important and a skill that all undergraduates could develop further to increase
knowledge and confidence in dealing with
emergencies.
A special thanks to ULVAA for providing funding for this event.
Christina Ratcliffe and Ana Warren

Stay Tuned for the
SPRING 2020 issue of
Vital Signs!

